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Abstract. We present in this paper a proof of the NP-completeness of the problem to schedule n 
simultaneously available jobs on m parallel machines to minimize the weighted sum of machine 
makespans. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION 
This paper considers the problem of scheduling a set N = {1,2, . . . . n) of independent jobs 
on m > 1 parallel and identical machines. All the jobs are simultaneously available for 
processing. Job i requires an amount of processing time ti on one of the machines and is 
assigned a weight wi,Qi E N. The objective is to find a schedule u which minimizes the 
weighted sum of machine makespans y(u) = xl<i<m {zjeNi wj CjsNi tj}, where Ni is 
the set of jobs assigned to machine i. The relevanceo? this performance measure for machine 
scheduling in batch manufacturing has been extensively discussed in Sin (1989). For ease of 
reference, we call this scheduling problem the Parallel-Machine Minimum Weighted Sum of 
Makespans (PMWSM) problem. 
PROOF OF NP-COMPLETENESS 
The associated decision problem of the PMWSM problem can be stated as follows: 
PMWSM Problem: Given a set N = {1,2, . . . . n} of jobs, number m E .Z+ of machines, 
for each job j E N a processing time tj E .Z+ and a weight wj E Z+, and a positive integer 
K, is there a partition of N into disjoint sets Ni, N2, . . . . N,,, such that the sum of the product 
of the sum of processing times and the sum of weights in each Ni is K or less? 
We wish to show the NP-completeness of the PMWSM problem by restricting it to 
the Minimum Sum of Squares (MSS) problem. The MSS problem has been shown to be 
NP-complete by transformation from the PARTITION problem (see, for example, Garey 
and Johnson, 1979). The MSS problem can be stated as follows: 
MSS Problem: Given a finite set A, a size s(a) E Z+ for each a E A, positive integers 
L 51 A 1 and J, does there exist a partition of A into disjoint sets Al,Aa, . . . . AL such that 
c lCi<L {CaEAi ‘(‘)j’ I ‘? -- 
THEOREM 1:. The PMWSM problem is NP-complete. 
Proof: It is easy to see that PMWSM E NP, since a nondeterministic algorithm 
need only guess a partition of N into disjoint sets Ni, N2, . . . . N, and check in polynomial 
time whether or not Cl<i<m {CjZNi wj CjENi tj} 2 Ir’. TO show that it is NP-complete 
we restrict it to MSS. That is, given an instance I of PMWSM we attempt to specify 
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additional restrictions so that the resulting restricted problem will be identical to the MSS 
problem. 
Let I be an instance of the PMWSM problem. That is, given the set of jobs N = 
{I,74 *a*> n}, number m E Z+ of machines, for each job j E N a processing time tj E Z+ and 
weight wj E Z+ , and a positive integer I<, we attempt to place additional restrictions on the 
problem until the MSS problem appears. It is easy to see that by considering only instances 
in which % = b, for all j E N, the instance I becomes a decision problem concerned with 
whether there exists a partition of N into disjoint sets Ni, N2, . . . . N,,, such that 
It is clear that I had been transformed to an instance of the MSS problem with A = 
N, s(a) = tj, L = m and J = K/b. This completes the proof. 
CONCLUSION 
We have shown in this paper that the PMWSM problem is NP- complete by restricting 
it to the MSS problem. Thus it is highly unlikely that there exists a polynomial algorithm 
to solve this problem and the use of heuristics can be justified. Sin (1989) has presented 
several effective heuristics to solve the PMWSM problem. 
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